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Using the vapor phase adsorption method, we show that it is possible to intercalate lithium atoms into
0.4-nm diameter single-walled carbon nanotubes. The charge-transfer behavior is studied by resonant Raman
spectra. With increasing doping concentration, the radial breathing mode of these tubes shifts to higher fre-
quency by about 18 cm21 because the vibration perpendicular to the tube axis is depressed. TheG band
exhibits conventional softening and downshift behavior. By decomposing theG band by one Breit-Wigner-
Fano line shape and three Lorentzians, we found that the softening and downshift is due to the intensity
competition between four components. The BWF component at 1558 cm21 couples with the electronic con-
tinuum and survives until the saturated doping stage.
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Modification of physical properties of carbon nanotub
by means of doping is of considerable interest.1,2 By filling
electrons into the electronic states, the Fermi level can
tuned to coincide with a van Hove singularity, leading
enhancement of conductivity or even superconductivity. E
perimentally, the resistivity of carbon nanotubes doped w
K or Br2 decreases by a factor 20 or 30 at room tempe
ture.3 In Raman spectra, corresponding to the electron
hole doping is a spectral shift to lower or higher frequency
the graphitelike tangential modes. These shifts provide di
evidence for charge transfer between the dopants
tubes.2,4 Bendiabet al.showed that there is a stable phase
intermediate doping level for alkali-metal doped sing
walled carbon nanotubes~SWNTs!, leading to the nonmono
tonic behavior of the Raman spectrum.5 In comparison with
many attempts of alkali atoms intercalation in graphite a
fullerene, doping lithium to nanotube is more attractive b
cause carbon nanotube is expected to be a new efficien
ode material for rechargeable Li-ion batteries. The alk
metal storage capacity of SWNT bundles is higher than
of the graphite and disordered carbon.6 Shimoda et al.
showed that the reversible lithium storage capacity could
crease from LiC6 to LiC3 when SWNTs were chemically
etched to short segments.7

Some calculations for intercalation of alkali metal
small nanotubes have been carried out. Miyamotoet al.9

have shown that a chain of K atoms exhibit an exotherm
interaction with~7,0! and ~8,0! tubes. First-principles loca
density function~LDA ! calculations for the small~5,0! and
~6,0! tubes indicated that doping K into them is not favorab
because of their small diameter.10 Of alkali dopants, lithium
is the only candidate left which is thermodynamically a
kinetically favorable for these small SWNTs.11 Recently, ul-
trasmall 0.4-nm SWNTs were successfully synthesized
side the microporous zeolite AlPO4-5 ~structure type code
AFI!.12,13The SWNTs formed inside the channels are mo
sized and arrayed in a close-packed hexagonal lattice.
existence of the 0.4-nm nanotube has been confirmed by
0163-1829/2003/67~11!/113404~4!/$20.00 67 1134
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age of transmission electron microscopy,12 x-ray diffrac-
tion,14 optical absorption spectra, as well as radial breath
Raman modes.15–17 There are three possible chiralities fo
the 0.4-nm SWNTs; they are the zigzag~5,0!, the armchair
~3,3!, and the chiral~4,2! tubes.

In this Brief Report, we report the Raman spectra
lithium doped 0.4-nm nanotubes. The 0.4-nm nanotubes
kept open as hydrogen atoms saturated the dangling b
during the pyrolysis process, which helps to maintain a
vorable environment for lithium atoms to enter.11 LDA cal-
culation showed that there are three possible locations
marked in Fig. 1, for intercalation of lithium atoms in th
SWNT/AFI system: inside the nanotube~location 1!, the in-
terstitial space between the tube and the inner wall of the
channel~location 2!, and inside the small six-ring channe
~location 3!. However, it has much higher energy for lithium

FIG. 1. Ball-and-stick model of the AFI single crystal contai
ing a zigzag~5,0! tube. There are three possible locations for ins
tion of lithium indicated by 1, 2, and 3, respectively. First-principl
calculation involving zeolite and tube shows that the third possi
ity is the smallest~Ref. 8!.
©2003 The American Physical Society04-1
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to stay in location 3 in comparison with other two location8

Especially, lithium atoms located inside the nanotube are
vorable to line up as a single-atom chain, which leads t
very interesting structure: zeolite crystal forms a template
0.4-nm carbon nanoutbes that in turn served as template
single lithium atomic chains.11 There exists obvious charg
transfer from lithium atoms in location 1 and 2 to the nan
tubes. It is noteworthy that the superconducting fluctuat
below 15 K has been observed in such ultrasm
nanotubes.18 We expect that the mean-field critical temper
ture can be substantially increased by means of lithium
tercalation. Thus controlling lithium concentration an
evaluating the Fermi energy position in 0.4-nm SWNTs
Raman spectroscopy become an important subject.

Lithium is doped into the SWNT/AFI system by means
vapor phase adsorption. SWNT/AFI crystals are sealed
gether with pre-distilled lithium metal into a Pyrex glass tu
under 1026 mbar, and then heated at 220 °C for 5 h. T
lithium doped sample can be seriously destroyed imme
ately if exposed to air because of strong chemical react
especially at both ends of the AFI crystal, where the chann
are open. In order to perform Raman measurements, a
angular Pyrex tube with a 235 mm2 cross section is used
Unpolarized Raman spectra are measured at room temp
ture using a Renishaw 3000 micro-Raman system wit
He-Ne laser~632.8 nm!. A 53 microscope objective is use
to focus the laser beam and collect the scattered light.
laser spot has a diameter of 2mm. The spectral resolution i
1 cm21. For the unsaturated sample, the lithium concen
tion is gradually decreased from the edge to center of
zeolite crystal, which provides us experimental facility
study Raman spectra at elevated doping concentration.

The resonant Raman spectrum is dominated by three
tures: radial breathing mode~RBM!, the graphite-likeG
band, and the disorder-inducedD band. In the regime of
elastic approximation, the frequency of the RBM,vRBM ,
scales inversely proportional to the tube diameterdt .19 Be-
cause of the strong curvature effect in 0.4-nm SWNTs,15,20–21

however, the frequency of the RBM tends to deviate from
inverse relation. Calculation using the frozen phonon met
showed that frequencies of three SWNTs are in order
vRBM(5,0),vRBM(4,2),vRBM(3,3), although geometri
cally dt(5,0),dt(3,3),dt(4,2).21 Spectrum 0 in Fig. 2
shows the pristine RBM. It is dominated by two peaks at 5
and 550 cm21, which are attributed to the~5,0! and ~4,2!
tubes, respectively.21 The RBM of the~3,3! tube can be as
signed to the shoulder near 580 cm21, which is too weak to
be identified from the background. This is possibly due
improper resonant condition, since optical transition ene
of the ~3,3! tube is 3.0 eV, much higher than the excitati
energy.15

Lithium concentration gradually increases from spectr
0 to 10 in Fig. 2. Both of the RBM lines show intensity los
The RBM of the~5,0! tube even disappears in saturated do
ing stage~spectrum 10!. That of the~4,2! tube shifts slightly
to higher frequency in spectrum 6–10, which can be und
stood in terms of enhanced stiffness of the SWNTs up
lithium doping. Among the three tubes, the~4,2! tube has the
largest diameter, thus more Li can enter and more defor
11340
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tion of the phonon dispersion. The frequency upshift of t
RBM mainly depends on the size of the dopant elements
its concentration. In spectrum 10, the RBM of the~4,2! tube
shifts upward by 18 cm21, in contrast with the large shif
(74 cm21) observed in Br2 doped SWNTs.2

Based on polarization studies on SWNT bundles22 and
theoretical predictions,1 the tangentialG mode for a genera
chiral tube consists of modes of three symmetries:A, E1, and
E2. Each of them further split into two lines denoted byG1

and G2 because of the curvature effect.23,24 The upper fre-
quencyvG

1 located near 1600 cm21 is associated with car
bon atom displacement along the tube axis, which sho
very small diameter dependence. The lower frequencyvG

2 is
associated with carbon atom oscillation in the circumfer
tial direction, which strongly depends on the tube diamete24

For the tube diameter from 0.9 to 3.0 nm, the separat
betweenvG

1 andvG
2 can be fitted well with an experientia

equation

vG
12vG

25C/dt
2 , ~1!

where the constantC equals 47.7 cm21 nm2 for semicon-
ducting SWNTs and 79.5 cm21 nm2 for metallic ones.25 For
very small SWNTs, the splitting can be large which leads
a small vG

2 . For example,vG
2'1370 cm21 for the G2

mode of~4,2! semiconducting tube, which has been clea
identified.17 Spectrum 0 in Fig. 3 shows the pristineG1 Ra-
man band. Four components, centered at 1558, 1586, 1
and 1615 cm21, can be identified. The three high-frequen
components near the graphite-likeG mode are attributed to
G1 modes of the three co-existing tubes. The contributio
from different tubes are overlapped and indistinguishab
The component at 1558 cm21 is relatively broad and weak
which can be attributed toE1g or E2g modes from the three
tubes.

FIG. 2. Radial breathing Raman mode of lithium doped 0.4-
SWNTs. From 0 to 10: pristine to saturated lithium doped sam
The dashed line denotes the RBM of pristine~4,2! tube which shifts
from 550 to 568 cm21.
4-2
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As shown in Fig. 3, we fit the line shape of differe
doping levels by three Lorentzians for three high-frequen
peaks and one Breit-Wigner-Fano~BWF! line shape for the
peak near 1558 cm21. The BWF line shape is given by

I ~v!5I 0

@11~v2vBWF!/qG#2

11@~v2vBWF!/G#2
, ~2!

whereI 0 , vBWF, andG are, respectively, the intensity, reno
malized frequency and broadening parameter.26 The asym-
metric line shape is governed by21/q which characterizes
the interaction between the discrete phonon state and e
tronic continuum.26 We trace the line shapes of theseG1

bands as a function of doping level. For the Lorentzians,
behavior can be described mainly by intensity competit
with fixed line, width and center frequency. For the BW
component near 1558 cm21, the variation is characterize
by gradual changes of the line shape and downshift in
quency. Compared with three high-frequency Lorentzia
the intensity of the BWF component decreases in a m
slower pace and survives till the highest doping level~spec-
trum 10!. The peak at 1558-cm21 turns out to be the discret
phonon state coupled with the electronic continuum, wh
indicates the charge transfer from lithium atom to t
SWNTs. The21/q value of the BWF component increas
from 0.03 to 0.50, leading to a downshift of the BWF pe
from 1558 to 1537 cm21 and significant broadening in lin

FIG. 3. Fitting results of Li doped 0.4-nm SWNTs. Open circl
are experimental data. The solid curves are fitted Lorentzians, w
dotted curves are the BWF components; from 0 to 10: pristine
saturated lithium doped sample. Peak frequencies are indicate
spectrum 0. The coupling constant (1/q) is labeled on the left shoul
der of each curve.
11340
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shape. The21/q value is larger than that reported for alka
metal doped SWNT bundles,2 but a factor of;2 smaller
than that observed in the first stage alkali metal graph
intercalated compounds (MC8, whereM is K, Cs, and Rb!.
Qualitatively, larger21/q value indicates higher lithium
doping concentration in the 0.4-nm SWNTs. The value
1/q is proportional to the density of electronic states at
Fermi level ~in units of the number of states per eV per
atom!.26 We estimate, with elevating lithium concentratio
electronic density of states increase significantly from 0.1
1.6 states/eV/C.

The frequency of BWF line shape in Fig. 3 is remarkab
close to that observed in nanotubes with diameters of 1
nm.2,4 The region near 1550 cm21 exhibits to be a genera
BWF region where coupling occurs between a discrete p
non mode and an electronic continuum. In large diame
tubes, due to small separation betweenG1 andG2 modes,
the G2 band locates near the general BWF region a
couples with the electronic continuum.26 In our ultrasmall
SWNTs, theG2 band is far away from the BWF region
instead the splittedG1 modes appear. It is theG1 mode that
couples with the electronic continuum to form the BWF lin
From this fact, we can see that the continuum spectra
plasmon and the discrete phonon line couple to form
BWF line by a general Fano effect. Fano effect does
specify the character of the discrete phonon mode, tha
both G1 andG2 modes can couple with the electronic co
tinuum.

Recently, electrochemistry and stoichiometry have be
utilized to prepare alkali-doped SWNTs.4,5 In their Raman
spectra, theG band upshifted at low doping level, but down
shifted in saturated doping sample, and the RBM was fou
to be downshift with doping.5 These behaviors are differen
from our work using the vapor phase adsorption method
the electrochemistry method, influences from electrolytes
contributing factors to the Raman profile,4 which are prob-
ably the origin of these discrepancies.

Below 1450 cm21, rich Raman features in the pristin

FIG. 4. D bands of lithium doped 0.4-nm SWNTs. From 0 to 1
pristine to saturated lithium doped sample. The dash lines de
the G2 Raman modes~Ref. 17!.
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spectrum have been explained byG2 mode around
1370 cm21 as well as contributions from phonon density
states of SWNTs and graphite.17 As shown in Fig. 4, upon
lithium doping, the D-band variation of doped 0.4-nm
SWNTs can be summarized as follows: in low doping lev
it has the same profile as the pristine sample. With lithi
concentration increased, theD band features gradually merg
into a broad band while decrease their intensities. No evid
downshift ofG2 lines is observed in spectrum 0–4. In co
trast, the BWF line observed around 1558 cm21 shows sig-
nificant downshift even at low doping level. Starting for
moderate doping level, theG2 lines seem downshifted an
broadened. This profile, however, should not result from
BWF effect, because the BWF band usually has an uns
metrical line shape with high intensity at the low-frequen
side and low intensity at the high-frequency side. A furth
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